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Featured Application: This paper presents how to develop a top-down design tool, namely a
design archetype that stores knowledge and supports a designer in the selection and dimensions
of the most suitable working principles to address the requirements of a project. Thanks to
the integration between a knowledge-based approach and parametric three-dimensional (3D)
computer-aided design (CAD) modeling, the design tool automatically generates CAD models of
the mechanical components and the final assembly. The usability of the design tool is improved
by a Graphical User Interface which is able to support designers during input data entry and
output data management.
Abstract: Engineering design is a knowledge intensive activity for both new and mature technical
systems, such as mechanical transmissions. However, design knowledge is often transferred with
conservative and unstructured approaches, although knowledge management would be of the utmost
importance for modern industries. In this work, we introduce a design tool, called design archetype,
for collecting and managing knowledge in systematic design processes. The design archetype
addresses input design requirements for different design concepts, therefore, improving awareness of
the design process by interactively modifying the design solution due to different input requirements.
Finally, the design archetype updates the parameters of a first embodiment computer-aided design
model of the concept. A method for the development of design archetypes is presented and applied to
two case studies of mechanical transmission subassemblies. The results demonstrate the effectiveness
of a systematic design method based on design archetypes stored in the company database.
Keywords: design archetype; systematic design method; knowledge-based engineering; CAD-based
tool; mechanical transmissions

1. Introduction
The design of industrial products exploits novel approaches for material selection, manufacturing
and assembly processes, simulation, and life cycle management, however, the design is still heavily
based on the experience of designers. Knowledge transfer from experts to young designers is pursued
with conservative approaches and unstructured communication, with many limitations even within
the same company. On the one hand, the lack of formal design knowledge limits access to prior
experience and knowledge by designers. On the other hand, knowledge management is critical in
industry, since it is highly expensive nevertheless ephemeral due to staff turnover and the increasing
use of outsourcing. Therefore, knowledge management methods have been developed by researchers
to better exploit individual and collective knowledge [1–5].
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Engineering design is described in the systematic approach of Pahl and Beitz [6] as a sequence of the
following four phases: (1) task Clarification, (2) conceptual design, (3) embodiment design, and (4) detail
design. Following a top-down approach, the system is broken down into its compositional subsystems
and, similarly, the knowledge of the whole design problem is refined into more detailed subproblems.
Therefore, in the design archetype (DA) implementation, the design knowledge management approach
follows the same systematic structure to capture, store, and reuse knowledge models of products,
processes, and manufacturing resources.
In order to save costs and time, most industrial products are designed by adapting existing
ones to meet new requirements [7–9]. In the embodiment design phase of automotive subsystems,
for instance, designers have to reuse the already available computer-aided design (CAD) models,
by simply adapting the parameters of their features to new requirements [7]. As a result, the same
parametric models are used in different product variants, with the collateral effect of increasing the
complexity of the models themselves in the case of specific adjustments. Therefore, design knowledge
management needs to specifically consider the variant design process. In variant design, not all the
design phases have to be carried out again. The constraints of costs, carry over, reuse, and supply
chain policies force the implementation of specific design solutions. In variant design, the designers
have to enter the top-down design process in the embodiment or even the detail design phases.
Moreover, the adaptation to existing subsystems can cause many bottom-up issues, so that problems of
optimization are likely to arise.
Designers often are required to deal with products with similar structures, with only minor
differences related to specific requirements [2,10–12]. Therefore, most knowledge-based engineering
(KBE) applications for mechanical design follow three main approaches, i.e., the automation of complex
design tasks, the reuse of design solutions, and knowledge-based tools [13–15]. The feature design can
be automated, also taking into account technology specific data. Many case studies can be retrieved from
the literature such as, describing a tool for designing hot forging dies [16], a tool for developing virtual
prototypes of multifunctional agricultural machines based on real component behavior [17], a web-based
tool for identifying the undercut feature of molds for injection molding and for the automatic design
of parting surface [18], a configuration tool for the generation of conceptual train geometry for
design automation and reuse [19], an agent-based model representing product development as the
learning and application of knowledge coming from product and development process data [20],
an ontology representing the information and design knowledge in product design process [21], or a
library of components for the automatic definition of the finite element model of an automotive
structure [22]. Other works have focused on manufacturing the following: an ontology-based product
design framework for manufacturability verification and knowledge reuse to support the sharing
and reuse of design and manufacturing knowledge [23], a failure-assessment based design revision
of manufacturing equipment based on the lessons learned from forensic metallurgical analysis [24],
and an approach to capturing systematic knowledge for manufacturing process innovation [25].
These multiple approaches achieve the KBE application with very specific tools. However,
the complex products we are dealing with would require an effective integration. In particular,
they require an integrated approach to retrieve and reuse existing CAD models and technical
documentation. Furthermore, many mechanical products have been developed with the systematic
design approach [6]. Therefore, it is very effective to adopt the same approach for their
knowledge management.
In many companies, designers frequently face projects with the same design phases for products
with similar structure but just small variants for specific requirements. Therefore, designers could
benefit from the support of a knowledge tool that aids the execution of design tasks. A possible
solution could be the application of archetypes of systems, defined as solutions for facilitating sharing
knowledge and system interoperability [26]. Therefore, we introduce the design archetype (DA),
a design tool that stores the knowledge on a subsystem design in its algorithms and supports the
designer in selecting and dimensioning the most suitable working principles to address the project
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requirements [4,27–29]. Following the systematic approach, a specific contribution is the organization
of the tool on the following two levels: the first is the layout and the second consists of the linked
parametric models. With the aim of discussing the method for the DA implementation, we report its
application in two case studies, selected since they are complex assemblies requiring an integrated
approach to retrieve and reuse existing CAD models and technical product documentation.
In particular, we focus on mechanical transmissions, which are widespread systems in industry,
from vehicles to renewable energy, and from machine tools to automation and robotics [30–33].
Many studies focus on transmission machines from multiple perspectives, such as manufacturing and
finishing [34–38], or metrology and tolerances [30,39–41], but only a few of them deal with their design
knowledge management. The studied subsystems for mechanical transmissions are both designed and
manufactured by a leader multinational corporation and are definitely defined mature products with
stable technologies. As mature technical products, they are particularly suitable to be addressed by a
DA application because of the following:
•
•
•

The designer quite often faces design problems that have been previously solved by someone else
for different requirements;
The company had and has a complete view over their whole lifecycle;
The applications of the method use the PTC Creo® package integrated with MathWorks
Matlab® environment.

This paper is organized as follows: First, the two-level systematic method used for the development
of machine DAs is introduced in Section 2; Section 3 reports the two case studies for the definition of a
DA for mechanical transmissions; in Section 4, the results of the DA implementation are discussed;
and the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
2. Method for Design Archetype Development
A DA is intended as a tool to support the systematic design process with specific design knowledge
embedded in its rules [42].
The selection of the subsystem to develop must be based on a careful assessment of the required
effort and the expected benefits. The convenience in a design process is greater for DAs addressing basic
functions in the system, rather than DAs for auxiliary functions [6]. Function maturity is another factor
to be evaluated for assessing the DA usefulness. In fact, experience on the lifecycle of the subsystem,
including design tasks, production, maintenance services, and disposal increases the knowledge in the
DA development. The number of design variants of the subsystem for performing the same function
could highlight a bad formalization of knowledge. Finally, the task complexity determines the number
of rules to be implemented to describe the design task.
The DA workflow is shown in Figure 1, with a top-down approach to the design problem. The new
subsystem requirements are the inputs. The design task clarification is performed using a spreadsheet
with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) where the user must enter the input requirements in a suitable,
and therefore properly analyzed format. Then, the first layer, i.e., the layout, processes the input
requirements and addresses the solution of the design problem for a specific design concept. In the
second layer, the CAD models, the DA updates the feature parameters of the best candidate model,
producing the first CAD model draft. The DA delivers the tentative CAD model, and, if needed,
also provides the technical documentation for design dimensioning and further verification.
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Figure 2. Method phases for the development of a design archetype.
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• Boundary conditions, general assumptions, and reference results, from design reports;
models.
• Fundamental features of the system, from two-dimensional (2D) drawings and 3D CAD
models.
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3. Behavior modeling through mathematical models, formulae, theories, and ranges for parameter
validity as follows:
•
•

Boundary conditions, general assumptions, and reference results, from design reports;
Fundamental features of the system, from two-dimensional (2D) drawings and 3D CAD models.

4. Review of the gathered knowledge as follows:
•
•

Concepts refinement through interviews with senior engineers;
Improvements of concepts in light of researches and developments.

2.2. Definition of the Design Archetype Layout
The layout is the top layer of a DA, conceived to process the input requirements from the designer
and resulting in the selection of one possible design concept. Each predefined concept is valid for a
subrange of the possible input requirements. The method for the definition of the DA layout requires
the following steps:
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

Driving parameters identification Analysis of design specifications, mathematical models,
and checklists to identify the driving parameters that mainly describe the difference between the
different design concepts;
Concept evaluation and validity ranges definition Evaluation of the limits for the driving
parameters in the subranges for each design concept and definition of the possible selection range;
Overall range mapping The union of all the subranges of validity is the range of input
requirements for the whole DA. Overlaps between validity ranges and subranges can occur since
the concepts are not assumed as mutually exclusive. This requires a decision by the designer;
Concept selection criteria Definition of an algorithm to link the set of input parameters to a set
of parameter subranges in order to select a specific design concept.

2.3. Computer-Aided Design Archetype Tool
The DA is implemented as linked with a CAD software. According to the guidelines described
in [43–45], CAD systems represent state-of-the-art tools for lowering the accessibility level and
enhancing KBE in industry. Again, the development of the CAD-based approach to machine design
has proven to be effective in many industrial fields for the analysis and simulation of complex
machines [46–52]. Therefore, a DA can integrate parametric CAD modeling in order to support the
selection and design of a machine subsystem. The steps in this last phase are the following:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Design case generalization Each design concept is embodied in the parametric CAD model of a
verified design case.
Parametric modeling Effective rules must be defined for feature updates. Most CAD software
support the link of the variables of models of parts and assemblies to the formulae in the cells of
a spreadsheet. Other software enables the automatic update of the variables thanks to specific
software languages, or by using the equation environment or an Application Programming
Interface (API). It is easier to enter the design requirements as input in the spreadsheet
cells, automatically processing them with a formula in other cells that accordingly update
the CAD models.
Parameter scaling A pantograph construction consists in simply scaling all the dimensions,
but it rarely works for mechanical subsystems. The similarity criterion consists in scaling some
parameters while at least one physical relationship (e.g., kinematics, Hooke, Newton, Froude,
Reynolds, Biot ones) is kept constant [6]. For the parameters that cannot be regulated by maths,
such as fits and tolerances, cast wall thickness, chemical and heat treatments, prevailing company
or international standards, the values from two or more design cases can be simply used as data
points for a value interpolation.
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CAD model production The features of the models are updated in such a way to satisfy the input
requirements. The DA is conceived to be widely used in design departments and not merely
a prerogative of expert developers, and therefore the DA is made user-friendly by adopting a
graphic interface for setting input and analyzing output data.

3. Case Studies
This section reports two case study applications of the method on the definition of a DA for
the subsystems of mechanical transmissions. The selected case studies are a clutch and a final gear
reduction for agricultural tractor transmissions. They are proposed as DA applications since they
present the full implementation of all the DA steps. They are widespread industrial applications,
not only in the agricultural field. Since they are renowned and mature products, the designers have a
comprehensive knowledge over the whole lifecycle of these products. Therefore, starting from the
analysis of these existing and well-functioning systems, we applied the proposed steps, leading to
modeling the DA. With the selection and adaptation of relatively few types of transmission elements,
the tractor manufacturer can design a wide variety of transmissions for its new tractors or other
vehicles [53].
3.1. Transmission Clutch
3.1.1. Task Clarification and Function Analysis
The power train generally includes a transmission clutch or other means for interrupting the
flow of power to the drive wheels. A clutch provides a means for the tractor operator to start a
smooth delivery of power to the transmission, to interrupt power while the transmission gear ratio
is being changed, and to interrupt power when the tractor is to be stopped [53]. Moreover, one (or
more) separate clutch(es) can also be provided to interrupt the flow of power to the power take-off
drive [53]. A transmission clutch is a knowledge intensive subsystem, with a complexity high enough
for requiring a deep functional analysis, but manageable enough to be a feasible application for the
DA development.
First, the clutch design variants are analyzed by reviewing datasheets and transmission
schemes for their function in the system, CAD models and drawings for dimensions and parts,
design reports for simulations, dimensioning, company Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) on
materials, manufacturing, and standards. The clutches are grouped as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Power take-off (PTO) Operation assisted by the control system, thus not prone to uneven and
stressed actuation;
Continuously variable transmission ranges (CVTR) Comfort application with little disc slips,
thus subject to low thermal stresses;
Gear box (GB) Used for gear shift but not for moving the tractor from standstill, thus with
medium stresses;
Power shift ranges (PSR) Used to select ranges and start the tractor from standstill, thus very
high load and heat stresses.

A tractor transmission requires several clutches with specific functions and requirements:
1. Geometry:
•
•

Layout, including shaft configuration;
Nominal dimensions, including overall size, input and output shaft diameters, housing diameter.

2. Kinematics:
•
•

Displacement of springs and piston;
Gaps between discs and shafts.
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3. Loads:
•
•
•
•

Torque passed from input to output shafts;
Safety factor as a dimensioning criterion;
Maximum pressure on the discs;
Engagement smoothness.

4. Duration:
•
Dissipation
Appl. Sci.
2020, 10, x of energy through friction.
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Figure 3. Parts of a transmission clutch with Belleville (diaphragm) spring and its functioning. (a)
Figure 3. Parts of a transmission clutch with Belleville (diaphragm) spring and its functioning. (a)
Single; (b) 5 clutch discs version.
Single; (b) 5 clutch discs version.

The functional FMEAs are fundamental tools for linking the subfunctions of each clutch component
functionalrequirements,
FMEAs are as
fundamental
tools1. for linking the subfunctions of each clutch
to theThe
transmission
shown in Table
component to the transmission requirements, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Clutch parts linked to the requirements through the subfunctions they deliver (extract).
Table 1. Clutch parts linked to the requirements through the subfunctions they deliver (extract).
Part

Part

Subfunction

Subfunction
Transfer
torque
Transfer torque

Requirement

Requirement
Transmissible
torque
Transmissible
torque
Transmissible torque
Transform energy
Transmissible
torque
Lining pressure
Transform energy
Reaction Plate
Reaction Plate
Lining pressure
Dissipated energy
Dissipated energy
Lubricate/Cool
Lubricate/Cool
Life
Life
Transfer torque
Transmissible torque
Transfer torque
Transmissible torque
Housing
Connect
Geometry
Housing
Connect
Geometry
Lubricate/cool
Life
Lubricate/cool
Life
Transform energy
Transmissibletorque
torque
Transform
energy Transmissible
Seal
Transmissibletorque
torque
Piston
Piston
Seal
Transmissible
Lubricate/cool
Life
Lubricate/cool
Life
Transmissible
Transmissibletorque
torque
Belleville
spring
Store
Belleville
spring
Store energy
energy
Life
Life
The main function of the subsystem is to engage or disengage two shafts, to transmit or not
transmit the torque between them, as encased by the dotted box in Figure 4. Inside the box, all the
subfunctions are drawn in relation to the structure of the subsystem. The subfunctions are connected
by flows of material (double line), energy (solid), and information (dashed, but not used here). Then,
these flows are described by equations between the fundamental parameters, or at least by a
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Table 2. The three configurations for the design archetype (DA) layout.
Table 2. The three configurations for the design archetype (DA) layout.
Parameters
Parameters

Configurations
Configurations

1
21
23
3
Max
rotation
speed
(rpm)
6000
4500
6000
Max rotation speed (rpm)
6000
4500
6000
Max relative
speed speed
duringduring
engagement (rpm) 600 1000 2500
Max relative
600
1000
2500
engagement
(rpm)
The three configurations
are defined
according to the physical limits resulting from the task
clarification and functional analysis. Configuration 1 is conceived for the working conditions of
CVTRs,
with high
rotation speed
with easy
engagement
shifts
already
accelerated
to the
The three
configurations
arebut
defined
according
to thebetween
physical
limits
resulting
from the
task
same
speed
or
with
little
slip
at
most.
Configuration
2
is
an
intermediate
one,
suitable
for
relatively
clarification and functional analysis. Configuration 1 is conceived for the working conditions of CVTRs,
lowhigh
speed
but with
significant
slip.easy
Configuration
3 isbetween
conceived
for the
GB working
conditions,
with
rotation
speed
but with
engagement
shifts
already
accelerated
to thealso
same
suitable for fast ranges, working at high speed with high slips.
speed or with little slip at most. Configuration 2 is an intermediate one, suitable for relatively low
Thereafter, in order to comply with money saving policies, the DA results in just three clutch
speed but with significant slip. Configuration 3 is conceived for the GB working conditions, also
sizes, D1, D2, and D3, varying the outer diameter of the housing. Figure 5 shows the torque capacity
suitable for fast ranges, working at high speed with high slips.
of the clutch as a function of the number of its discs, determined by the equation model in the DA
Thereafter, in order to comply with money saving policies, the DA results in just three clutch sizes,
layout. Beyond a certain number of discs, N * = 10, the percentage variations are so limited that it
D1, D2, and D3, varying the outer diameter of the housing. Figure 5 shows the torque capacity of the
does not justify the complexity of the model. Therefore, this design variable is restricted in the range
from N1 = 5 to N6 = 10. Finally, other dimensions for standard and commercial clutch parts are fixed
to comply with cost reduction policies.
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decisionrigid.
rigid. Thus,
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to
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between the
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requirementranges,
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optimal dimensions
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the function
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overlap
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Figure 6. Torque capacity requirement addressed by the clutch DA.
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Spreadsheets
Once the main design problem has been addressed by the previous layout, the clutch DA
Once
problem
hashas
beenbeen
addressed
by the
layout,layout,
the clutch
delivers
Once the
themain
maindesign
design
problem
addressed
byprevious
the previous
theDA
clutch
DA
delivers a CAD model, the parameters of which are linked together by the physical laws complying
adelivers
CAD model,
parameters
of which
linked
together
by theby
physical
laws complying
with
a CADthe
model,
the parameters
of are
which
are linked
together
the physical
laws complying
with mechanical and thermal constraints. The designer must enter the following parameters in a GUI
mechanical
and thermal
constraints.
TheThe
designer
must
enter
the
with mechanical
and thermal
constraints.
designer
must
enter
thefollowing
followingparameters
parametersin
inaa GUI
window, linked to a datasheet (e.g., Microsoft Excel):
window,
window, linked
linkedto
toaadatasheet
datasheet(e.g.,
(e.g.,Microsoft
MicrosoftExcel):
Excel):
• Dynamic and thermal requirements;
• Dynamic and thermal requirements;
• Lubrication
oil properties
and friction material;
•
Dynamic
and thermal
requirements;
• Lubrication oil properties and friction material;
• Reused components as constraints;
• Reused components as constraints;
• Safety factor;
• Safety factor;
• Main dimensions.
• Main dimensions.
And it returns:
And it returns:
• Dimensions of the parts;
• Dimensions of the parts;
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Lubrication oil properties and friction material;
Reused components as constraints;
Safety factor;
Main dimensions.

And it returns:
•
Dimensions of the parts;
•
Clutch torque capacity;
•
Maximum transmissible torque;
•
Maximum disc pressure;
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•
Specific dissipated energy to transmit the maximum torque;
•
Verification
ofdissipated
the fatigueenergy
life. to transmit the maximum torque;
• Specific
• Verification of the fatigue life.
A design concept is quickly generated from the datasheet so that the designer can evaluate
A design concept is quickly generated from the datasheet so that the designer can evaluate
performances and feasibility. If the concept is rejected, a new concept is generated with slight parameter
performances and feasibility. If the concept is rejected, a new concept is generated with slight
variations. The datasheet is used to produce the CAD models of the clutch assembly and parts. Thus,
parameter variations. The datasheet is used to produce the CAD models of the clutch assembly and
the characteristic dimensions are automatically updated, as shown in Figure 7.
parts. Thus, the characteristic dimensions are automatically updated, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure7.7.CAD
CADmodel
modelof
ofthe
theclutch
clutchproduced
producedon
onthe
thebasis
basisof
ofthe
theDA
DAdatasheet.
datasheet.
Figure

3.2.
3.2. Final
FinalGear
GearReduction
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3.2.1.
3.2.1. Task
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andFunctional
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the
drive
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a
much
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and
with
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much
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than
the
earlier
lets the drive wheels run at a much slower speed and with a much higher torque than the earlierparts
parts
of
the
drive
train
[53].
A
planetary
gear
set
(Figure
8)
is
built
into
the
axle
of
each
drive
wheel.
The
of the drive train [53]. A planetary gear set (Figure 8) is built into the axle of each drive wheel.final
The
drive
shaft is
attached
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one
is spline
connected
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end to
one
final drive
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is attached
thegear
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onend
oneand
enditand
it is spline
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onother
the other
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to
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the
side
gears
in
the
differential.
The
ring
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is
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in
the
axle
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and
the
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one of the side gears in the differential. The ring gear is held stationary in the axle housing, and the
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is driven
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carrier.
TheThe
rear
axle
shaft
extends
rearshaft
axle shaft
is driven
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the planet
carrier.
rear
axle
shaft
extendswell
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beyondthe
theaxle
axlehousing.
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The
drive
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be
attached
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different
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the
rear
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to
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The drive wheels can be attached at different points along the rear axles to change thedrive
drivewheel
wheel
spacing
[53].
spacing [53].
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Figure 8. Exploded view of the main components of the planetary gear set as a part of the final reduction.
Figure 8. Exploded view of the main components of the planetary gear set as a part of the final
reduction.
High strength, fatigue resistance, and low noise are required for this demanding application [54].

All the actual final reductions are analyzed with the method described in Section 2. The component
High strength, fatigue resistance, and low noise are required for this demanding application
subfunctions are analyzed and linked to the transmission requirements, as shown in Table 3. The input
[54]. All the actual final reductions are analyzed with the method described in Section 2. The
requirements to the DA can be grouped as follows:
component subfunctions are analyzed and linked to the transmission requirements, as shown in
Table Table
3. The3.input
requirements
to thelinked
DA can
be requirements
grouped as follows:
Parts of
the final reduction
to the
through their subfunctions (extract).
1. Geometry:
Subfunction
Requirement
• Overall size; Part
transmissible torque
• Meshing conditions for gears. transfer torque
Planetary gear set
2. Kinematics:
vary speed
output speed
• Speed reduction to deliver the expected
final
speed.
transfer torque
transmissible torque
3. Loads:
Planet carrier
support/connect
geometry
• Torque capacity;
transfer torque
transmissible torque
• Bending moment capacity.
Pin
support/connect
geometry
4. Duration:
• Friction condition.
lubricate/cool
life
• Heat dissipation.
geometry
Needle bearing
support/connect
life
Table 3. Parts of the final reduction linked to the requirements through their subfunctions (extract).

Subfunction
transfer torque
Planetary gear set
Overall size;
vary speed
Meshing conditions for gears.
transfer torque
Planet carrier
support/connect
Kinematics:
transfer torque
Speed reduction to deliver
final speed.
Pin the expected
support/connect

Requirement
transmissible torque
•
output speed
•
transmissible torque
geometry
2.
transmissible torque
•
geometry
lubricate/cool
life
3. Loads:
geometry
Needle bearing
support/connect
•
Torque capacity;
life
•
Bending
The mainmoment
functioncapacity.
of the subsystem is to reduce the angular speed from an input shaft to the
output one, as encased by the dotted box in Figure 9. Inside the box, all the subfunctions are

1. Geometry:

Part
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4. Duration:
•
•

Friction condition.
Heat dissipation.
The
of the subsystem is to reduce the angular speed from an input shaft to the output
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one, as encased by the dotted box in Figure 9. Inside the box, all the subfunctions are investigated
and
connected in
a functional
structure.analysis
The functional
analysis
flows are formalized
withare
investigated
and
connectedanalysis
in a functional
structure.
The functional
analysis flows
formulae,
transforming
the
inputs
into
outputs.
Fundamental
relations
are
the
gear
transmission
ratio,
formalized with formulae, transforming the inputs into outputs. Fundamental relations are the gear
and
the safety factors
for the
stress and
for the
bending
transmission
ratio, and
thecontact
safety factors
for the
contact
stressmoment.
and for the bending moment.

Figure
9. Function
analysis
of the
final
reduction
of aoftractor
transmission.
Figure
9. Function
analysis
of the
final
reduction
a tractor
transmission.

Because
of the
complexity
of of
thethe
system
(Figure
10),10),
thethe
number
of of
possible
solutions
was
limited
Because
of the
complexity
system
(Figure
number
possible
solutions
was
limited
byby
fixing
some
of
the
driving
parameters
based
on
the
company’s
best
practices.
The
archetype
fixing some of the driving parameters based on the company’s best practices. The archetype
suggests
a preliminary
solution
that respects
the company
standardsstandards
and that can
be that
further
suggests
a preliminary
solution
that respects
the company
and
canoptimized
be further
and
detailed.
optimized and detailed.
After analyzing the design variants, reference values for the main parameters are defined.
The experience of senior designers is fundamental for reviewing those parameter values in order to
avoid conflicting effects and bias for maintaining those functions that somehow already worked.
3.2.2. Concept Layout of the Design Archetype of the Final Gear Reduction
The analysis of the design variants reveals that the definition of the final drive model is an under
defined problem. As already explained for the clutch, there are countless possible design variants
for the final reduction from the input requirements. Again, the certainty of this systematic design
tool is pursued by fixing simple constraints between the parameters governing the dimensioning of
the final reduction. The most important parameters are the gear normal modulus mn , the ratio λ
between the teeth width and their module, and finally the pressure angle α. Figure 11 reports the
gear modules as varying with the DA rules according to the power to be transmitted, the dashed
lines as compared with the values in the design variants, the point values. The dimensionless mn
is reported as divided by the specific mn dimensioned for the subsystem when transmitting 100HP,
to avoid disclosing company data.
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Figure 10. Classification of subfunctions and possible solution principles.
Figure 10. Classification of subfunctions and possible solution principles.

After analyzing the design variants, reference values for the main parameters are defined. The
experience of senior designers is fundamental for reviewing those parameter values in order to avoid
conflicting effects and bias for maintaining those functions that somehow already worked.
3.2.2. Concept Layout of the Design Archetype of the Final Gear Reduction
The analysis of the design variants reveals that the definition of the final drive model is an under
defined problem. As already explained for the clutch, there are countless possible design variants for
the final reduction from the input requirements. Again, the certainty of this systematic design tool is

reduction. The most important parameters are the gear normal modulus mn, the ratio λ between the
teeth width and their module, and finally the pressure angle α. Figure 11 reports the gear modules
as varying with the DA rules according to the power to be transmitted, the dashed lines as compared
with the values in the design variants, the point values. The dimensionless mn is reported as divided
by the
mn dimensioned for the subsystem when transmitting 100HP, to avoid disclosing
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company data.

Figure 11. Gear modules for the final reduction DA.

In
formulae between
between inputs
inputs and
and outputs
outputs for
for the
the flows
flows in
in the
the functional
functional analysis,
analysis,
In addition
addition to
to the
the formulae
the
DA
resorts
to
design
best
practices
for
the
following:
the DA resorts to design best practices for the following:
Assemblability Linking the number of planet gears in the gear set and the number of their
(1) Assemblability Linking the number of planet gears in the gear set and the number of their teeth;
teeth;
(2) Vibrations Very reduced in the gear set if the planets have an odd number of teeth;
Vibrations Very reduced in the gear set if the planets have an odd number of teeth;
(3) Interference Minimum value of teeth of the sun gear to avoid interference between gears;
Interference Minimum value of teeth of the sun gear to avoid interference between gears;
(4) Company
experience
and and
costscosts
Number
of planets,
simple
or compound
planetary
geargear
set,
Company
experience
Number
of planets,
simple
or compound
planetary
cantilever
or simply
pins.
set, cantilever
orsupported
simply supported
pins.
3.2.3. CAD Models Driven by Knowledge Base
3.2.3. CAD Models Driven by Knowledge Base
The knowledge retrieved for the final gear reduction is implemented in formulae in the spreadsheet
The knowledge retrieved for the final gear reduction is implemented in formulae in the
cells. The requirements are entered which include kinematic conditions (input power, torque, and speed),
spreadsheet cells. The requirements are entered which include kinematic conditions (input power,
minimum safety factor and life, transmission ratio, interface dimensions (center distance), material,
torque, and speed), minimum safety factor and life, transmission ratio, interface dimensions (center
and lubricant oil features. The knowledge model outputs the dimensions of all the part features, up to
distance), material, and lubricant oil features. The knowledge model outputs the dimensions of all
gear diameter and teeth geometry. The outcome is automatically generated by the DA by updating the
the part features, up to gear diameter and teeth geometry. The outcome is automatically generated
parameter values of a 3D CAD model in accordance with the knowledge base rules contained into the
by the DA by updating the parameter values of a 3D CAD model in accordance with the knowledge
spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 12. Each component of the system, as well as the entire assembly, is
base rules contained into the spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 12. Each component of the system, as
updated in accordance to the values of the spreadsheet cells (e.g., increasing the number of teeth of the
well as the entire assembly, is updated in accordance to the values of the spreadsheet cells (e.g.,
planet or the ring, the number of planets, the facewidth, etc.). The outcome consists of a first draft
increasing the number of teeth of the planet or the ring, the number of planets, the facewidth, etc.).
embodiment of the design concept. The design process continues with detailed optimizations with
The outcome consists of a first draft embodiment of the design concept. The design process continues
simulation tools and design for manufacturing issues.
with detailed optimizations with simulation tools and design for manufacturing issues.
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solution
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to
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and
avoids impossible fields of application and leaves the possibility to move with operational certainty
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and without
constraints
established
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On
the
other
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the
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not
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designer’s
creativity, since
it is open
to modifications,
On the other hand, the DA does not the
hinder
the designer’s
creativity,
since
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ifmodifications,
new research leads
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implementation
of changes
and the creation
of functional
if new
research
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to an
innovation. The
implementation
of changes
and the
variants
the structure
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functional by
variants
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by the structure of the DA.
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newtechnical
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solutionthanks
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working
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solutions,
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deployment,
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theuse
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modelingand
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since most CAD software
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configurationofof
parts
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parameters
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linked
spreadsheets,
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interfaces.
of equations
or specific
programming
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is Design
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Designcan
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expert designers,
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ideas
[55];
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designer
of expert designers, who can show blind adherence to a set of already known ideas
[55];
consideration
the original of
functional
structure
of thestructure
product (e.g.,
the designer of
consideration
the original
functional
of thefunctional
product decomposition,
(e.g., functional
and
morphology)and
[56,57];
the use of CAD
tools;
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design
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decomposition,
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[56,57];
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of CADCAD
tools;
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CAD
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design
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to design
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only creativity,
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factorslimit
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design
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products
for the DA
twofirst
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of systems
anddevelopment.
products for In
thefact,
DA
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DA
approach
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for
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management
of
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products,
with
stable
development. In fact, the DA approach originates from the need for knowledge management of
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which
the stable
company
has a complete
over theirhas
whole
lifecycle.
We over
cannot
exclude
mature products,
with
technologies,
whichview
the company
a complete
view
their
whole
lifecycle. We cannot exclude innovation in these fields of application, but this is not be the main goal
of design efforts. Designers, as well as companies, aim to finely tune and optimize these mature
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innovation in these fields of application, but this is not be the main goal of design efforts. Designers,
as well as companies, aim to finely tune and optimize these mature products instead of completely
upsetting their structures [59]. The second reason is due to the two layers structure of the DA, Starting
from the first layer, the designer can question the entire structure of the DA, modifying the systems or
subsystems, as well as generating simpler morphological variants in the second layer.
Finally, some remarks about the two case studies. A DA is developed and applied for designing
clutches in tractor transmissions, as a first case study. The clutch DA is assessed and proves to be a
suitable KBE application, while the knowledge retrieved was found to be sufficient for the DA definition.
However, the high number of clutch parameters limits the definition of a few concept models with
continuously variable parameters. Therefore, the design problem is simplified by fixing a number of
main parameter levels. Accordingly, 54 possible solution concepts are produced, with further possible
adjustments in the detail design phase. As a final result, this simplification enables the automatic
modeling of such a complex system, and a CAD model is embodied and updated in accordance
with a datasheet, which is a common tool in the design process. Future works should deal with the
assessment of the impact of the DA application in relation to conventional design processes. Again,
verification criteria could be added to the DA, such as the thermal fluid dynamics analyzes, and even
provide updated models in third party simulation environments. A second DA is developed for the
planetary gear set for tractor transmissions. The systematic methodology for knowledge capture
results effective. Starting from the analysis of the actual machine and its design documentation,
the fundamental parameters are identified, linked to the functions and subfunctions of the system.
Since the design of the planetary gear set can generate countless solution variants for the same initial
requirements, the development of the DA requires the simplification of the design problem with the
following assumptions:
•
•
•

Reference values are defined as targets for dimensioning the solution;
As few architectures of working principles as possible are adopted according to design
best practices;
Simple rules are fixed for the kinematics and dynamics parameters that strongly influence the
dimensioning process.

The knowledge is formalized in spreadsheets, which originates the DA tool that processes the
requirements, delivering the dimensions of all the components. A CAD model is automatically
generated by these parameters as a design concept, which can be further detailed by the designer.
As future works, verification criteria should be added to the DA (e.g., dynamics analyses), to
provide updated black box models to be used in model-based simulation environments for interactive
design verification.
The proposed case studies give us the chance to draw some final remarks about the development
of a DA. The aim of a DA is to collect and synthesize the knowledge about a product/system (as owned
by the designers within a company) and then to reuse it for the development of variants. During the
product/system analysis, we propose its functional decomposition since the definition of the working
principles is based on this functional analysis. By changing the working principles, we create a new
product/system variant or configuration. The examples of function analysis shown in Figure 4 as well
as Figure 9 are respectively based on the traditional concepts of the transmission clutch and final gear
reduction. However, generally speaking, the designer is free to modify the product concept during the
conceptual stage (according to Pahl and Beitz [6]) and so to propose alternative functions or alternative
sources of energy, material, and information to perform a task in a different way.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents the DA as a methodological support to retrieve, store, and reuse design
knowledge. The DA development is evaluated by defining a design tool for complex products,
in particular subsystems for mechanical transmissions. Concerning the two case studies, the systematic
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approach for knowledge capture and formalization proves to be effective, and capable of managing
systematic design issues. DAs support the designer in the selection or the design of the most suitable
machine, based on the formalization of prior knowledge.
A DA enables the preservation of design knowledge as a core value for a company, overcoming
the knowledge loss resulting from staff turnover and outsourcing. The use of a DA in the design
process also reduces the problems due to knowledge disorganization and limits the number of design
loops. All the developed DAs are currently used in the company to automate the design tasks for
machine variants.
Finally, the proposed DA based approach can easily be extended to other mechanical machines,
such as pumps and other hydraulic components, compressors, vehicle components, as well as electric
motors and machines.
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